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inside the chamber, caitlin and cisco began to see the time wraith's plan to suck up the particle accelerator's energy, and build an energy portal. with the portal already being fully built, the team and caitlin's father managed to escape the time portal. however, caitlin's father then learned that in order to stop the time wraith and the energy portal, the speed force would have to be destroyed, meaning he would have to die. caitlin had no choice but to let her father die and destroyed the speed force, making her lose her powers in the process. caitlin was then
able to restart her powers as well as the speed force. with caitlin having her powers back, she used her powers to stop the portal from being finished off, but was unable to stop it, as the plan was already in motion. after reading the newspaper article that iris wrote, thawne went to the wells mansion to talk to the wells family. thawne is able to convince wells to let him experiment on his granddaughter, but wells' daughter jesse (who has become pregnant) told her father not to let thawne experiment on the baby. thawne killed jesse and the family tried to

leave town but thawne stopped them, saying that he did not want to kill anyone and was only trying to help the family. after he left, jesse's father george discovered that there was a full tachyon drive in the mansion, which he demanded thawne give it to him. thawne instead left the mansion with the drive. shortly after, thawne went to the black flash's hideout to convince the black flash to join his syndicate, and succeeded in doing so. he had the black flash join his syndicate, as the black flash is the only speedster that can defeat thawne. [12] [20] thawne
used the drive to launch a massive tachyon blast which killed all the members of the wells family, except for wells. although they were still alive, the blast caused them to cease aging, as well as all those who died with them, including jesse. [20] after an hour, thawne was able to bring wells back with the help of the tachyon drive but not before having his symbiote feed on wells' brain.
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